Congratulations to our students on another set of wonderful results!
Chew Valley School is celebrating success with its A Level and BTEC results yet again, marking the
culmination of a great deal of hard work and witnessing significant achievements for the high
performing Sixth Form. The diverse destinations of these wonderful students reinforce the
aspirational nature of the school community, with almost 80% of university applicants being accepted
by their first choice institution.
Gareth Beynon, Headteacher, said “We are delighted for our students and so proud of their
achievements. These notable successes are testament to their hard work in the build up to the
examinations. While it marks the end of our time working with this wonderful year group, these
results have ensured the start of so many exciting opportunities for these remarkable people.”
Notable experiences this year include: Ellie Finn, who gained 3 A* grades in Biology, Chemistry and
Maths, along with a further A for EPQ to secure a place to read Veterinary Medicine at the
University of Nottingham; Hannah Vince whose A* grades in Psychology and Sociology and A grade
in Spanish will see her attend the University of Birmingham in order to study Psychology; Hannah
Cole, who achieved an A* in Spanish, as well as A grades in History and Maths, is beginning a course
in Modern Languages at the University of Exeter; Archie Hamerton, with an A* in English Literature
and A grades in History and Sociology, will study English at the University of Cambridge; Katie
Riches, with an A* in Psychology and A grades in Biology and PE, will study Psychology at the
University of Birmingham and Amelia Simpson, whose A* in Philosophy and Belief and A grades in
English Literature and Sociology see her attending the same institution to study English.
With higher level apprenticeships also proving a popular alternative to university, special mention
should be made of Sol Kuseri, who has secured a prestigious degree level Engineering apprenticeship
with global company Airbus, and Lauren Whitcher who, with a double Distinction starred result in
Information Technology and a Distinction in Business, has already embarked upon an apprenticeship
with Wessex Water.

